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<? The BG News
Wednesday, June 16, 1993

Bowling Green, Ohio

Universities boon
to local economy
by Connell Barrett
associate editor
Bowling Green State University, the University of Toledo and
the Medical College of Ohio are
immensely beneficial to northwest Ohio's economy, according
to a report released by the InterUniversity Council of Ohio.
The three schools, part of the
15 Ohio public universities and
medical colleges that make up
the council, contributed $709 million to the local economy.
"Clearly, higher education is one
of the strongest industries in the
state of Ohio," council chairman
and UT president Frank E. Horton said. "It is a strong industry
in northwest Ohio and it is ... a
world class industry."

Volume 75, Issue 133

Quick Registration

off-campus expenses related to
attendance.
a Of $159.9 million in total resources available to BGSU in
1992, 33 percent was in the form
of state subsidies and appropriations.
Eloise E. Clark, vice president
of academic affairs at the University, stated the importance of
not merely stressing the success
of the individual but the success
of an entire university, ;LS well.
"We have a tendency to brag
about individual student accomplishments," Clark said, "and too
often fail to stress the impact
that our institutions collectively
have on the region, on the state,
on the nation and, indeed, on the
world."

Clark said the money the University spends on such endeavors as construction not only
benefits the local economy but
helps make improvements on the
campus.
"Over the past decade ... we've
spent more than $1.32 million on
construction projects ... and I'm
pleased to say that a campus that
'Think about northwest Ohio was founded shortly after the
without $1.4 billion," Horton turn of the century is being put
said. "One cannot imagine what back into a state of very good rethat [economic] outcome would pair."
Horton stressed the imporlook like."
Some key findings in the re- tance of the schools working
port:
together to produce this study,
which is the first of what will
fJ For each dollar the state in- probably be an annual report.
vested in BGSU in 1992, the Uni"This is the first time a stateversity generated an additional wide study [like this] has been
$2.01 for its operating expenses completed," Horton said. He also
stressed the economic advanfrom other sources.
O With 2,826 non-student em- tages the three universities have
ployees, the University was over private corporations.
"These kinds of organizations
Wood County's largest employer
don't get taken over. These kinds
in the 1991-1992 school year.
O University students spent of organizations don't leave the
approximately $72 million during state. These are the kinds of or
the 1991-1992 academic year for ganizations that create jobs."
IUC takes the $709 million figure of spending generated from
the three institutions and doubles
it, assuming that money is spent
at least one more time before
leaving Ohio. Therefore, the actual economic impact is $1.4 billion.
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Members of the American Legion help register participants of
Buckeye Boys State Saturday afternoon. About 1,400 participants

were registered In about half an hour.

Campus receiving summer face lift
by Robin Coe
staff writer
This summer the University is receiving a
face lift as construction and renovations are
taking place across campus.
Lance Teaman, associate architect for the
University, said he anticipates Founders will
be completed by early August. Once completed, the University will furnish the rooms
in preparation for fall semester students.
Teaman said the University had hoped to
link Founders and West Hall, but after investigation he believes it is unlikely to happen.
"We found out the floor levels [in West

Hall and Founders] are totally different," he ing redone through state funding. The sidesaid.
walks along the Administration Building and
The University wanted to connect the West Hall are under construction now.
McDonald Quadrangle's loading dock is
buildings behind lecture room 121 West
Hall, which is also currently being reno- being restructured to allow trucks easier acvated.
cess, according to Jim McArthur, assistant
"They're taking down the old ceiling... it is University architect.
being totally redone," he said.
In addition, some relatively minor renovaAccording to Teaman, students can also tions are also taking place. Hanna and
expect an increase in classroom space in Moseley halls' roofs have been redone and
February, as the new classroom building is the Math Science Building is next on the list.
expected to be finished by then. The new Teaman said. The Field House, just opened
building will be located on Ridge Street in January, still needs some finishing touAcross from the Oak Grove Cemetery.
ches on the outside landscape.
Also, according to Teaman, some of the
"All of this work will hopefully make [the
worst sidewalks and utility plpeings are be- University] a better facility," Teaman said.

Set sail for Ohio's scenic Lake Erie Islands
As the humidity rises and the
excitement level drops in Bowling Green, the thought of an exotic island getaway becomes
more tempting than ever. And although a student budget isn't exotic enough to get you to Hawaii,
it can take you to a place where
the beaches beacon, the locals
are friendly and the nightlife
makes the whole trip worthwhile.
The Lake Erie Islands - Kel
leys, South Bass, Middle Bass,
Catawba and many small islands
in between - offer a refreshing
vacation that's just about 40
minute drive and (except for Catawba, which has become a peninsula) a ferryboat ride away.
The islands lie between Ohio and
the Canadian border. Kelleys
Island is considered part of Erie
County; the others, Ottawa.
Collectively, the islands were
used by Native Americans as
stepping stones during long boat
trips.
"The Indians would stop at the
islands and take refuge during
trips between the U.S. and Canada," said Michelle Mueller, executive director of the Ottawa
County Visitors Bureau.
Today, the islands attract
many visitors with local wineries, natural wonders and water
sports, including fishing. The
atmosphere is relaxing and the
environment inviting. And a
whole day's excursion, including meals, entertainment and
transportation, can cost as little
as $50 a person (although it is
also very possible to spend much,
much more) - relatively inexpensive for a unwinding getaway.
The islands and some of their
most popular features are detailed below. Bon voyage!

South Bass Island
South Bass Island, the largest
and most populated island, offers
everything from rowdy party
bars to family-oriented activities

to the quiet beauty of Lake Erie.
Although only 500 people are
considered full-time residents,
the island's population can swell
up to about 10,000 on a busy
summer weekend, according to
Mueller.
"Many people like to take advantage of the nightlife," she
said.
And many establishments on
the island cater to those people.
The Beer Barrel, the Round
House and the Boathouse, just to
name a few. And each bar has its
own unique aspects to draw in
the crowds.
The Beer Barrel, home of the
world's longest bar (405 feet).

Stories by
Wmberly Larson,
Connell Barrett
and Eileen McNamara
packs in patrons with their 54-tap
counter as well as live entertainment.
"Why the world's longest bar?
It's a gimmick," admitted waitress Angel Therns. "But [tourists] are always surprised by the
shape of the bar - it's kind of
serpentine."
The colonial Beer Barrel
burned down in 1988 due to an
outdoor grill fire and was rebuilt
in 1989. And the managements'
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Perry's Monument Is one of the major attractions on South Bass
Island. The monnment stands 353 feet and offers spectators a view of
Put-In-Bay and the surrounding Islands from the observation deck.

effort to make the new Beer Barrel stand out is working, Therns
said.
"People come to see the longest
bar more than anything," she
said. "It's unique."
One of the Beer Barrel's most
well-known performers is Pat
Dailey, who has become "somewhat of a legend on and around
the island," according to Mueller.
"I hate to make a comparison,
but I guess you could call him
kind of "Jimmy Buffett-ish,' " she
said. "He always jokes that he
wishes Jimmy Buffett would stop
copying his style."
Dailey himself has just opened
his own bar and restaurant in
Put-in Bn" as well. However, he
does not perform there - only at
the Beer Barrel every Friday and
Saturday night in the summer.
"The Beer Barrel can hold a
bigger crowd - about 3,000 people," said Dailey's son Kevin.
"It's surprising that he's become
so popular. He's developed his
own show to go along with the
people and the island."
Another local establishment
that draws a crowd is the Round
House. Established in 1873, the
circular building is the oldest bar
on the island. And the Round
House continues the round theme
on its drink menu as well.
"They offer buckets of beer,
like what's served at Ohio State,"
Mueller said.
South Bass, like many of the
other islands, also produces its
own wine, which makes Heineman's Winery a popular tourist
attraction.
The winery was opened by
Gustav Heineman in 1888, and
has been passed along though
three generations of Heinemans.
Lou Heineman, the grandson of
Gustav, currently owns and
manages the operation.
"I still do it because it's a family business and I love the people," 67-year-old Heineman said.
And the people are what keeps
the business booming because

The Lake Erie Islands -- Kelleys, South Bass, Middle
Bass, Catawba and many small islands in between —
offer a refreshing vacation that's just about 40
minute drive and a ferryboat ride away. The
atmosphere is relaxing and the environment inviting.
And a whole day's excursion can cost as little as $50 a
person.

they taste and then buy Heineman's award-winning wine. The
winery has three different varieties of grape juice, 17 wines and
produces about 30,000 gallons of
wine and grape juice per year.
The eight varieties of grapes
contained in Heineman's wine
and grape juice are grown on the
island. Once the grapes are
squeezed and pressed - which
takes about three hours - the
grapes must ferment for three to
four months, according to
Heineman.
Heineman said Pink Catawba
wine is the biggest seller.
"Sauterne wine is my favorite
drink," Heineman said. "Then
again, I drink a little of everything."
He said he loves the business
and working with the people, but
no longer takes part in the
scheduling of workers and the
actual wine making.
Although Heineman served in
Germany during World War II
and was therefore able to see the
beauty of a foreign land, he never
again had the urge to leave the
island.
"I never once thought of leaving the island because I still appreciate it, and I never wanted to
do anything else," he said.
And the island offers many
sights and attractions to appreciate. There's Crystal Cave, located at Heineman's Winery,
Perry's Monument, where Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry's
fleet defeated the British in 1813

- considered the turning point of
the War of 1812; and Perry's
Cave, where the commodore
would hide supplies and ammunition.
Perry's Victory & International
Peace Monument, more simply
known as Perry's Monument, is
the third tallest in the country at
353 feet. Completed in 1915 as a
symbol of peace between the
United States and Canada, the
monument is comprised of 78
layers of pink granite, capped
with an 11-ton bronze um and
was built over a three-year
period. Underneath the monument, the remains of the three
Americans and three British soldiers killed in the battle are buried.
"The monument has a 317 foot
tall observation deck," Mueller
said. "On a clear day you can see
to Canada."
But besides all tne attractions
and landmarks, there is something else about Putin-Bay that
attracts visitors to the island and
the township of Put-in-Bay - the
people.
"It's a small resort town where
everyone knows everyone else,"
said Stacy Mirrotto, a Univerisity student working at Pat
Dailey's Tavern on the Bay this
summer. "The people are friendly - they'll do anything for you.
It's a great place to be."
See Island.,page**.
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1 DON'T
WANT NOTHIN'
TO DO WITH ANY

Connell Barrett
associate editor

HOMOS!

Clinton must face
the tough choices
In the world of professional basketball, when a
player can't put the ball in the hoop, his confidence wanes.
If his confidence wanes, perhaps, he tries harder
and overcomes his slump. But maybe he thinks about
it too much and succumbs to the pressure. He gets
tentative and suffers for it. It's a vicious cycle, one
that separates greatness from mediocrity.
Such is the case with professional politics and with
President Clinton, mediocre being a generous description for the first four months of his presidency.
He seems to have lost his confidence, his political
poise. And the negatives just gain momentum with
every glich, even when the task is choosing a nominee for the Supreme Court -- a slam dunking opportunity.
His nomination of Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg is,
according to most "experts," a solid choice. Her record is impeccable. She's bright, articulate and it
doesn't hurt that she's a woman -- or a Jewish woman.
Unfortunately, Clinton merely stumbled into
selecting Ginsburg to take the seat left vacant by
Justice Byron White. What should have been a glorious occasion was a muddled occasion, marred by
the president's chronically indecisive behavior.
She began way down on the list. White House aides
first leaked to the press the name of Interior Secretary Bruce Babbit, a suppossed shoe-in. But many
criticized the choice: Babbit, not a judge, should
stick to the cabinet and tending to the environment.
Clinton then began serious talks with Judge Stephen Breyer, a more mainstream, conventional
choice, but a fine choice nevertheless. The one to do
the job. He'd make an excellent justice ... but wait.
He hadn't paid his housekeeper's social security tax.
Clinton apparently foresaw a replay of the Zoe
Baird/Kimba Wood circus. Bye bye, Breyer.
Along with Travelgate, Hairgate and the Gunier
embarrassment, the nomination of Ginsburg is a
simple step that, instead of being a moment of
triumph, became a mess.
Clinton is too concerned with immediate public
reaction to stick with a first choice receiving any
amount of criticism and speculation. He simply
hasn't learned how to make up his mind. He's showed
this not only with nominations at home but in his constant equivocation in Bosnia.
Clinton chastized the press yesterday for turning
"any substantive decision" into a "political process."
He's half right. So many of his decisions that
should be substantive have become, due to his own
vacillation and insecurity, very political processes,
indeed.
It's time he stop checking the national mood and
begin some substantive governing. But he'll have to
make up his mind first.

THE EVOLUTION a JESSE

Conservative actions, values clash
Through the years, one of the
things I've admired most about
conservatives is their remarkable ability to ignore glaring contradictions between their beliefs
and their actions. It's not that liberals don't also suffer from this
shortcoming - it's just that conservatives seem particularly untroubled by blatant Inconsistency
in their lives.
Take, for instance, the conspicuous "disconnect" between the
positions conservatives typically
adopt on social issues and the
Christian beliefs they profess at
church and in the home. Here are
just a few examples to illustrate
my point.
Capital punishment - To the
average conservative, if
someone commits a serious
enough crime against property
or another person, the only fitting punishment is death. Over
the years a number of macabre
schemes have been devised to
bring about the untimely demise
of convicted criminals: the firing
squad; the gallows; electrocution;
asphyxiation by gas; and the
latest, and arguably the most
humane - death by injection of
poison.
Who are the most vocal advocates of the death penalty?
Though there are exceptions, in
general, those who support capital punishment tend to be political conservatives who are also
devout members of one of the
many Christian denominations in
the U.S.
Interestingly,

conservatives

JOHN
BERNARD
seem completely untroubled by
the fact that two thousand years
ago the founder of Christianity
gave a sermon in which he told
his followers: "...if you do not
forgive men their sins, your
Father will not forgive your sins"
(Matthew 6:15). From the sound
of this, I'd say that more than a
few conservatives are going to
have some explaining to do when
they cross over into the promised
land.
War - No sensible person
would dispute the fact that every
person - including the nation has the right to defend against
aggression. Catholic theologians
have even gome so far as to develop something called the "Just
War Theory," which lays out
criteria by which military actions can be judged as either
morally justified or not.
The problem, however. Is that
even though the U.S. was only attacked once 52 years ago, our
leaders still manage to involve
our soldiers in police actions,
wars and violent Interventions all
around the globe.

And who are the most ardent
supporters of these military actions? Once again, they tend to be
political conservatives who
profess to be followers of Jesus.
Personally, I find it amazing
that conservative proponents of
the use of military power are
somehow able to justify their
warmongering in light of what
Jesus said on the subject: "Blessed are the peacemakers, for
they will be called sons of God"
(Matthew 5:9).
Once again, when given the
choice between violence or
Christian nonviolence, conservatives will almost always choose
violence - even though it is the
meek who supposedly will inherit
the earth.
Charity - What do our politicians do when they feel the need
to reassure the electorate they
have not been misusing public
money? They obviously don't reduce aid to foreign dictators who
violate human rights, or cut off
money for space stations, spy
satellites and more nuclear attack submarines - nor do they in-

troduce a pay freeze on the
already high salaries they pay
themselves.
Instead of budgeting wisely
and eliminating political porkbarrel, conservative lawmakers
and state governors do the truly
Christian thing - they reduce or
eliminate the stingy trickle of
economic support society reluctantly allocates to the less fortunate.
However, once again pious
conservatives appear to have
forgotten Jesus' admonition:"Give to the one who asks
you, and do not turn away from
the one who wants to borrow
from you." I think it's safe to assume that Jesus meant to include
the poor, the disabled, the impoverished elderly, the unemployed, the mentally ill and those
whose despair has reached such
depths that they are unable to
work in his statement.
The question is how conservatives who claim to be Christians
can stray so far from the teachings of Jesus and still refer to
themselves as followers of
Christ? It's a very good question,
but one that I'm really not sure
there's an answer to. After all,
human beings are pretty curious
creatures.
One thing, however, seems certain: human beings possess the
remarkable ability to devise a
justification for most anything
we want to do - even if what we
want to do is morally wrong.
John Bernard is a columnist for
The News.
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Wood Lane pool opens after 38-year wait
by Ginger Phillips
staff writer
A 38 year-old dream finally became a reality
when Wood Lane, 11160 Gypsy Lane Road, hosted a
dedication and open house for its new therapy pool
last Sunday afternoon.
In 19SS The Arc of Wood County, formerly
known as the Wood County Association for Retarded Citizens, established a fund for the construction
of a therapy pool. Since that time the group's pool
fund has risen to $359,000, and with the help of
$116,000 in federal funds and $325,000 in other donations, construction of the long awaited dream
began. The total cost of the pool was about
$800,000.
"This pool was constructed with all donated and
federal funds. There were no local tax monies
used," said Liz Sheets, community research coordinator of Wood Lane.
'In terms of raising $800,000 - it takes quite a
while to do that," said therapy pool coordinator
Mary Sehmann explaining why it took 38 years to
raise the money.
The pool has some special features to make it
accessible to just about anyone.
"It's a 30 feet by 60 feet pool. It's got a 20 by 30
feet movable floor," she said, adding that the movable floor can move from 5 feet to ground level.
"If you have toddlers in there you can have it at
maybe 1 foot," Sehmann said.
The pool also contains a whirlpool, bench and lift
seats and has warm temperatures of 85 to 88 degrees.

"It's really more for therapy then for swimming
laps," Sehmann said. "And we have parking right
outside the door."
According to Sehmann, the convenient parking
will be very helpful to those with disablities. The
locker rooms have also been designed for disabled
individuals.
The pool's primary use will be for the children
and adults with mental or other disablilites served
by Wood Lane. Participants of the Wood County
Special Olympics will also be able to use the pool
for practice. Sehmann said these groups have first
priority of scheduling usage, but after this scheduling is complete requests for pool use will be taken from community groups and individuals who
may then use the pool for a rental fee.
Sehmann said Wood Lane is not yet sure of the
hours the pool will keep, but they will probably be
from 6:30 am to 11 p.m., depending on the amount
of interest there is in renting the pool.
The dedication took place at 1:30 p.m. Sunday
with an open house afterwards from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m.
"We probably had 250 at the dedication and
probably close to 400 at the open house," Sehmann
said.
She said there were a lot of positive comments
from those who attended the dedication and there
were a lot of comments on the unique hydraulic
floor.
"We are one of the few pools in Ohio that has the
hydraulic floor," she said.
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After 38 years of raising money, Wood Lane displays its new pool to the community at a dedication
ceremony Sunday afternoon. The pool offers consumers of Wood Lane a variable depth area, whirlpool,
and hydraulic lift.

Summer activities keep children in D.A.R.E. busy Briefly
by Deb France
staff writer

Child crime prevention and
education in Bowling Green does
not stop when school lets out. The
fun begins as 12 to 14 year-old
graduates of Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.AR.E.) participate in girls' fast pitch and
boys' baseball leagues.
The summer baseball leagues

are sponsored by D.ARE. and
the players are all graduates of
the D.ARE. program instructed
by the Bowling Green Police Division's Patrolman Grant Tansel,
who has been an instructor since
1988.
"We take care of the teams
well," Tansel said."The kids have
pride and we want the kids to feel
good about themselves."
The Ohio Department of Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services

provides the grant for the
D.ARE. program that was started in Los Angeles by then-Police
Chief Dan-el Gates in 1983.
Tansel began his training in
1988 and was a member of the
first DARE class taught in
Ohio. Now the program is in all
50 states and 12 foreign countries.
Ohio has their own training
team which is "still in its infancy," Tansel said.

Tansel began instructing children on crime prevention in the
classroom in 1984. Soon after,
Police Chief Galen Ash suggested Tansel become trained
through D.ARE.
"It's a quality program, it puts
me in the school with kids and I
get to know them by name," he
said. "It's not a one-time shot,
since I'm in the classroom all
year."
The biggest misconception
about the D.A.RE. program is
that it deals only with drugs, he
said. The program also deals with
peer pressure, self-esteem, assertive behavior and alternatives
to risk-taking.
Over 1500 junior and senior
high school students over the
past five years have graduated

"We take care of the
teams well. The kids
have pride and we want
the kids to feel good
about themselves."
Patrolman Grant Tansel,
Bowling Green police
D.A.R.E. officer
The BG Newi/TIra Nornm

Sponsored by D.A.R.E., Junior baseball players congratulate each other after the first Inning of their
game against Great Lake Saturday morning.
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STUDENTS!!!!

Summer Intramurals
Fun, Exercise, Meet New People
Get Involved In Intramurals
Open To Students, Faculty,
Staff, & Spouses

UNITED WE STAND
AMERICA

M, W, C Softball - June 21
M, W 3-player Outdoor Basketball
June 22
M, W Singles Tennis - June 24
Co-ed 4-player Sand Volleyball
June 28
M, W, C Outdoor Ultimate Frisbee
June 29

IS ORGANIZING STUDENT
SUPPORT GROUPS

•RIGHT NOW!!
CALL 353-0642
FOR INFORMATION
ATTENTION BGSU
STUDENTS!!!

Last year D.ARE. sponsored
its first Summer Fun Day Camp,
which was the first such camp in
the nation. This summer, the
camp runs for two weeks, one in
Bowling Green and one in Perrysburg, June 21 through July 2.
"The program is geared
towards giving the kids the same
curriculum as they would get in
school, especially for those in
schools who do not have the program," Tansel said.
The Summer Fun Day Camp is
limited to 50 students per camp.
Tansel said last summer some
kids enjoyed it so much they
went to the camp twice, and at
least three or four students said
they want to come back this year.
Tansel said he believes
DARE, has much to offer its
students all year round.
"The sky is the limit," he said.
"There is no end to what you can
do."

n
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"It is a community program.
There is not one organization that
isnt going to support D.ARE.,"
he said.

Secretary of State Robert
Taft visits Bowling Green:
Buckeye Boys State participants voted for public offices after listening to the
words of Secretary of State
Robert Taft, who spoke at
Anderson Arena Monday
night.

Summer intramural registration deadlines approach:
O Men's and women's
three-player outdoor basketball, Tuesday
~) Men's, women's and coed slow-pitch softball, Monday
L3 Men's and women's singles tennis, Thursday, June
24
"1 Co-ed four-player sand
volleyball, Monday, June 28
a Men's, women's and coed ultimate frisbee, Tuesday, June 29
For more information, call
372-2464

Volunteers needed:
The Alliance for the Mentally 111 needs volunteers to
help with a fundraising
project two hours a week.
Call 352-8189
Compiled from staff reports.

For the Price of a Movie I
Show Times:

IAII THE ins
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through the D.ARE. program in
Bowling Green. The children

learn in the D.ARE. curriculum
what they might not learn from
their family, Tansel said.
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University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Conveniently Located On Campus!

Used and New Textbooks
Large Selections of BGSU Clothing
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BESTSELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

Entries Due By Noon On Due Date
We Begin Accepting Entries On June 14.
Entry Forms At The Field House And
The Rec Center
Office Hours 9 A.M. -12:30 P.M. M, T, R And
9-11:30 A.M. Friday

++**+■&*+++•&

-• | k \ - -. <

■ma
Phone: 372-2851

Store Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-11:30 Fri.
CLOSED SAT.
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A three-hour tour? Not on this island:
It was an ominous start.
Barrelling down Route 6, the
most frustrating, annoying
highway in the Western Hemisphere, the editor leading the
way forgot about the editors following, as the editor leading the
way was suffering from a retinal
malfunction, making it impossible for her to read any sign containing the letters "m.p.h." and
the editors following decided to
drive at a safe speed, if one considers being passed on one's
right by a tractor safe driving.
And after passing many trucks at
a high rate of speed, the two cars
were separated.
Many confusing turns and 45
minutes later, the first editor,
who calls herself Chief, and passenger editor, who calls himself
Associate, sat in a deserted parking lot near the Miller Boat Lines
ferry, waiting for the others. And
waiting. And worrying. And realizing that maybe the driver did
go slightly faster than the 65
m.p.h. maximum she claimed.
About 20 minutes of sunblock
application occurred, for the sun
was hot and circular, and editors
Chief and Associate made much
fun of nerdy people walking by,
some of whom were hot, most of
whom were circular. And then
we ... er, we mean they, deemed
the other half of our, we mean
their, news team officially lost.
Meanwhile, the other two edi-

tors, editor Managing and editor
Photography, were taking the
scenic route and making plans to
find and hurt their colleagues.
"If we find our colleagues let's
hurt and maim them," Managing
said.
"Yes, and when we do, we shall
spit upon them, and we shall
smite them! Now, let us laugh
diabolical laughter!" And so they
did.
Not wanting to be smitten, editors Chief and Associate greatly
apologized to the other two. Although Managing did not appear
to be too happy, she accepted the
apology - all the while plotting to
run Chief over with a rented golf
cart.
Walking from the parking lot to
the ferry, Photography gave a
descriptive account of the roadkill Managing managed to run
over while trying to find out
where the hell she and Photography were.
"I wanted to make sure it was
dead. They make good eats."
Managing explained.
The four editors bonded at the
ferry dock by making Chief buy
the four ferry tickets - ROUND
TRIP - on her Visa. Managing
quickly forgave and forgot the
morning's memories of the tiny
white car speeding around a
truck going Mach 10, and the asking of directions from a Port
Clinton townie who swore that

when they looked at the map Photography and Managing had
somehow managed to drive
through Lake Erie... okay, maybe
she didn't forget, but she forgave
and decided to let Associate and
Chief live.
Waiting for the ferry, the four
editors noticed the, ahem, atmosphere. They observed that
the people in the dock house
made their parents appear to be
normal, oxygenating mammals..
That is, as normal as the people
waiting to go to Put-in-Bay and
get loaded on fine wines can possibly be - ourselves excluded, of
course.
And in front of them, and they
swear this is true - even though
they've changed personreference several times already
- donned in leopard skin weightlifting pants, was none other than
Joey Buttafuoco ... AND he was
with Amy Fisher's younger sister.
The ferry boat was uneventful
as the editors stared off into the
deep greenish brown pukey
colored water and thought of the
day to come, but thanked the
Greater Power for the gift of a
lake that rarely catches fire at all
anymore. They anticipated the
interesting people they would
interview, the beautiful island
they were about to visit and for
Associate, the theme song from
"Gilligan's Island" ran through

The B(i Ncwu/Tlm Norman
Boarding the Miller Boat Line ferry, passengers get ready to leave South Bass Island Saturday evening. The ferry dock Is located two miles away from the Island's downtown area, but the ferry offers
visitors an economical rate and the ability to bring cars to the Island.

Forrest Creason Golf Course
Student Summer Passes are
now available !!
* All the summer golf you can
play for only $80.00
* Charge your pass to your
Bursar Account with Proper
Identification.
East Poe Road
Bowling Green, OH
(419)372 2674
Phone for Tee Time*

*You must have Summer
Validation Sticker.

Signs of Summer Fun

A township of South Bass Island, Put-In-Bay Is one of the largest Islands In population but not the
largest In area of the Lake Erie Islands.
iiis (sick, twisted) noodle ("OHH
... JUST... sit right back, and
you'll hear a tale...")
Once on the island, the four
editors realized they would have
to ride a tram (which, in essence,
was the monorail stolen from
neighboring Cedar Point, which
isnt exactly a monorail, strictly
speaking, but more of a monotram) to get to town so they could
rent a cart for cheaper than the
$45 price it was going for on the
coast.
In town the four editors went
directly to a golf cart booth, and
the first cart was too expensive.
"Woah!" said Chief.
"Yikes! "said Managing.
"... A movie star, the professor
and Mary Ann..." sang Associate.
The golf cart was $45 - exactly
the price it was at the ferry dock.
And instead, the editors had to
pay a total of $4 to take the tram
to town to rent the same stupid
cart for the same stupid price.
Do they sound bitter?
They are.
The four editors decided to
rent the golf cart by the hour. It
really sounded like a good idea,
especially when Carole the
owner told them (in strict confidence, of course) that paying $45
for a cart for the day was a total
rip off.
"Gee, thanks Carole," Chief
said. "It's really nice to have
someone be so honest with you."
"Sucker," the four editors
swore Carole muttered under her
breath.
Since Chief gave her driver's
license to Carole, Chief was designated driver. Later, the three
other editors realized this to be a
grave mistake.
Managing and Photography
were forced to sit in the back facing the people behind them because Associate called "shotgun"
before anyone realized what was
happening. The golf cart was
parked by a fence, and Managing
- being the patient one of the

Must have general
knowledge in photography
and have own equipment.
Applications may be filled
out in 210 West Hall.
For more information, contact The BG News
at 372-6966 or 372-2601.

WINTHROP TERRACE
SHUTTLE

Sponsored by MAP, UAO & Res Services

Free PPokS
Every Wednesday al 8 p.m.
in the Glsh Film Theater.
Tonight - "Bull Durham"
Sponsored by UAO & MAP

Open UUed. -thru- Sot. fill Summer

Presents...

STO\i:im:i>
"Grateful Dead Cover Band"
formerly Electric Harling Stone

Friday Night!

Saturday, June 26 • $5.00

SNACK
/irr/fCK!
Free Ireals at noon
every Wednesday
behind the OK Campus
Sludenl Confer.

"You're pissing me off. Just
settle down, and be calm," Photography said as he proceeded to
yell at a passerby, "Nice hairdo.
Where'd ya get it done? Penelope's Poodle Shop?"
"Hee, hee, hee ... can you light
my cigarette?" Managing and
Associate said in unison.
When Chief and Photography

'Don't forget Happy Hours from 4-7p.m.

10 am -12 pm Museum of African American History
2-4 pm Detroit Institute of the Arts
5-6:30 pm The Shrine of the Black Madonna
"Depart 9 am from the Union Oval. Return 8 pm
•Signup thru June 23 - UAO office.

June 17-6-8 p.m.
FREE in the Buckeye Rooml
From UAO & Res. Services

Meanwhile, Managing and Associate sat buckled into the back
of the cart, watching Chief try to
start the small machine by placing her Chevy key into the golf
cart ignition key.
"Why ain't this working? You
guys, I can't start it," Chief said.

for Fall 1993

CHECK OUT OUR APARTMENTS
RIDE THE

For more info call
372-2343 or slop by
330 Univ. Union

average GPA at Harvard Law
School.
Making sure not to draw attention to themselves, the four began crawling - complete with
painful groans and a chorus of
"Where's the world's biggest
bar? Take me there!" ~ out to the
awaiting golf cart (the invisible
meter now running at $30 ... and
counting).
"I MUST drive!!" Chief said.
"I'm not 5 years old. I CAN
DRIIIIIIIIIVE ...
BLEEAAAARRRRCH!!"
Chief's complexion took a turn
for the pale, as she thrust her
weakened head to Photography.
"Where's my Pink Catawba
bottle. I want my bottle!"
Photography turned a deaf and
drunk ear. He was busy verbally
thrashing any and everyone who
walked by, insults without reservation.
"Hey, you big humongous guy
who'll kill me because you're so
big and strong and I'm so weak
and puny. Nice shirt ~ were you
the fourth caller? Who does your
wife's makeup? Ringling Brothers?"
Chief mistook Photography's
leg for an ashtray and put out her
cigarette. Photography didn't notice.

Photographers Needed

"

Detroit Mustum ^rip

Bowling & Pizza

four - squeezed her body between the fence and the golf cart
in order to sit down and buckle
herself in, much to the dismay of
Photography, who warned her
not to.
Chief, who by the way was
inexperienced at driving a golf
cart (and the three other editors
remembered her driving earlier
that morning) was being taught
how to control the little machine
by Carole's wicked partner. Bob.
Bob neglected to tell Chief how to
put the parking brake on, and the
little golf cart proceeded to
smash Managing into the fence
grids, leaving little square indents on Managing's face and
legs... an improvement, actually.
Photography couldn't resist: "I
told you so," he chuckled with
glee.
"F-k off," Managing said,
pronouncing the two hyphens between the "f" and the "k."
Buckled in tightly and travelling with the speed of a sedated
snail, the cart began its wicked
puttering, taking the four to one
of the island's great attractions Heineman's Winery.
Staring at the prices, merely
intending to PASS THROUGH on
the way to journalistic nirvana,
editor Anonymous spoke a
phrase that will go down in
newspaper history as ... well,
quite an ominous thing to say, or
whatever.
"Since we all forgot our press
passes (here comes the ominous
part) let's just get one bottle of
wine, okay?"
The four bought one bottle and
one cheese tray, because as you
can tell, they are quite a classy
bunch of people, and decided to
sit away from the rowdy drunks
In the back.
"How could those drunks act so
stupid," they all said.
About 80 ounces of grape later
- and enough tobacco to tar 1-75
- the editors four left the winery,
their blood-alcohol levels the

Use this coupon to discover the best
apartments in town. Just sign and present it
to our driver and he'll take you to our office.
* Pick up the Shuttle at B.G.S.U. Lot #17
(Behind the Union) at 9:05a.m., 10:05,
1:05p.m., 2:05, 3:05, 4:05, 5:05.

And.

a\*

Dave
and the
Fuztones

eS
>
fc\»'

Chicago style Blues Band
from Findlay Ohio
Saturday Night!

*19 and Over All Summer
'Check out all your favorite NBA Playoff
action on our 10ft. screen - Beer Specials-

I understand thai I am riding the shuttle at my own risk.

104 S. MAIN

353-0988
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Strange but true stories of Put-in-Bay
Some island vacation tips...

The BG Ncwi/Tlm Norman

After processing grapes and adding the necessary ingredients, the wine mixture is stored in barrels at
Heineman's Winery on South Bass Island. The barrels are then stored in Crystal Cave, located below
the winery, for fermentation.
figured out they were using the
wrong keys. Managing laughed
so hard she almost wet her pants.

guy checked Managing's ID,
Managing pushed Chief into the
bar.
Photography bought the first
In the one-stalled bathroom. pitcher - and last - because it
Managing had to wait for a was $9.75.
This wasn't no Uptown.
mother and child to finish up.
The mother and child left the
stall and Managing hopped into
Of course, this wasn't the last
the John praising the urine god.
time we were ripped off. We
pulled the rickety old golf cart
"Mommy, why is there another into the rental lot, where Carole
lady In here?" the child asked.
was waiting and smiling mania"Because this is the Ladies' cally because she knew she was
restroom, honey," mommy said.
going to make a lot more money
than she had a right to.
The child tried to open the stall
The bill was for $68, which any
where Managing was taking care
of business when the mommy mathematician can tell you is a
grabbed the child and said, "Stay much, much better deal than the
away from the weird old lady, $45 all-day rates.
honey."
"How, in good conscience, can
you charge us $23 more than any
Managing was insulted.
"How dare she call me old," other golf cart rental place on the
island or in the entire United
she thought.
States?" the editors asked.
Once everybody calmed down
"Because I could kill you with
and Chief found the right key, the
four editors began the trek to the my bare hands. Now flee from
longest bar in the world because, my parking lot!" Carole said.
of course, they had to conduct
some serious interviews for their
And we fled The sun set, the
serious news stories they were, ferry departed for Port Clinton
ahem... seriously writing.
and we sobered up. (Well, actually, we weren't really intoxiAt the bar, a big burly man was cated, we were just trying to imchecking ID"s at the door. Since press you. Or were we? Hmm ...
Chief gave her's to Carole, she guess you'll never know ... or
did not have to worry about being want to know.)
carded (luckily). The other three,
We made the long trip back to
who were of age by the way, Bowling Green and fell asleep.
were all carded. When the burly The end.

Psychic
Readers
Available...

HOURS:
Monday - Wednesday: 10-5
Thursday - Saturday: 10-9

What, you were expecting a
surprise ending or exciting conclusion? Get real. We're a bunch
a journalists - how exciting can
we get? Maybe our next excursion to the front lines of warring
Beirut will be a little more active.
Stay tuned.

To save you time, money and aggravation, The
News would like to share some of the things that
we learned about vacationing in Put-in-Bay:
"i Golf carts are the easiest way to get around
the Island, especially when carrying a lot of
stuff. But avoid renting them by the hour. Although the all-day rates may seem a bit much
(about $45 when we were there), they're nothing
compared to the ride you'll get with hourly
rates. And don't let the rental person give you
the sucker story. The woman who shafted us
claimed it took only one hour to go around the
island (only if you don't plan on really looking at
anything), said there was no parking anywhere
(we never had a problem) and said "you don't
want to tie your money up with those all-day
rates" (at $68 for about six hours, she didnt give
us much financial flexibility either).
One major drawback to golf cart transportation: The maximum speed is 12 m.p.h., hence
pedestrians and elderly men on bicycles will
pass you.
3 Take advantage of local winery tours and
enjoy the fun and unique atmosphere of the
bars. But to make the trip more memorable,
make these some of your last stops, not your
first.
O Don't bother paying for tram tours. If you
follow them around in your golf cart (you can
imagine how slow the tram is going), you can
hear the guide and get the same thing for free.
And best of all, you can ditch them when you get
bored (we only lasted about two intersections).
3 Bring lots of money. Put-in-Bay is a relatively cheap getaway, but it'll still cost you. At the
Beer Barrel, a pitcher of Miller Lite cost $9.75.

Dancing the day away, Beer Barrel Saloon visitors are treated to a
live performance Saturday afternoon In Put-in-Bay. The Beer Barrel

And souvenirs? Ouch.
0 Take the Miller Ferry - It's cheaper It might
be slightly slower but it costs only $4 for adults,
while the Jet Express costs $9. Also, you can
take your car over to the island for $8 on Miller,
a bicycle for $1.50, but not at all on Jet Express.
Which leads us to another topic...
O Leave your car on the mainland. Unless
you're staying for a weekend or camping, it's not
necessary. The easiest forms of transportation
on the island are golf cart and bicycle. And on
most weekends, you are not allowed to take the
car over unless you are staying the entire weekend.
3 Learn a little history while on the
Island.Commodore Perry's monument which is
353 feet tall is breathtaking, and the history of
the bay is inspiring. Who would have thought
you could get so much from a township in Ohio?
3 If you're looking to get wet Put-In-Bay is the
place for you. Beach lovers can take advantage
of either one of the two public beaches located
on Put-in-Bay. But swimmers take caution, there
are no li feguards at either of the beaches.
Cl And lastly, if you're looking to drink at the
winery or the bars, spend the night on the Island
instead of trying to drive home. South Bass
Island State Park, located about one and one-half
miles south of Put-in-Bay. The charge is $12 per
night, with six people per unit. The park runs on
a first-come-first-served basis. However, the
units do not have electric hookups so don't bring
along your blender or curling iron.

The BC Newt/Tim Norman
Saloon houses a 405-foot bar recognized as the world's longest.
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Peaceful,
easy
atmosphere,
rip-roaring
nightlife...
Islands
Continued from page one.

Kelleys Island
Sure, if you want to get away
from it all, pay a visit to one of
the Lake Erie Islands. Visit PutIn-Bay, and you're standing on
South Bass Island. Or boat just a
bit northward and drink in the
sun on Middle Bass.
But if you want to get away
from getting away from it all.

Kelleys Island may be what you're looking for.
Different.
Relaxed.
Bigger.
If the world's longest bar is too
long and the Jet Express is too
fast, maybe it's relaxation you
need to slow down just a little bit.
"Kelleys Island is larger in
scale than the other islands," said
Joan Van Offeren, executive director of the Erie

Tim Moore, of the state travel
County/Sandusky Convention
and Visitors Bureau. "It's less and tourism office, agrees.
"Kelleys is a very attractive
developed as far as bars and
island to visitors ... because it
shops are concerned, so it's more offers a contrast to the atmosof a family atmosphere."
phere [of the other islands],"
Although it's the largest island, Moore said. "It's probably a little
Kelleys is the smallest in popula- more laid back, tranquil, less
tion, which lends to Its old fash- populated ... [And ideal] for those
ioned feel.
intrested in historical informa"There's country lanes, golf tion, bed and breakfasts and gencart paths," Van Offeren said. eral sight-seeing."
"It's a less rowdy atmosphere
"Kelleys has the Glacial
than the other islands."

Grooves," Van Offeren said,
"where you can actually see the
remains of the glacier."
The Glacial Grooves, located
on the north shore of the island,
make up the largest known glacier formation in the United
States. The movement of the
Wisconsin glacier grinded out
the Glacial Grooves about 30,000
years ago.
Inscription Rock State Memorial is another aspect setting Kelleys apart. Native American pictographs are marked upon a huge
limestone boulder, considered
the best preserved inscription of
the antiquarian period ever
found in North America. About
400 years ago, pictures of people
and animals were done by Erie
Indians and can still be seen today.
Of course, nothing says "laid
back Island life" like fishing.
Called the "The Walleye Capital
of the World," Kelleys is a fishing Mecca that offers counUess
casting sites as well as plenty of
shops selling bait, live and otherwise. And boats can be chartered.

Put-in Bay harbor for The Ohio
State University.
CatOWbO Island
Catawba Island is no longer
surrounded by water as it once
was when inhabited by Native
Americans many years ago. Now
the island is considered a peninsula.
"The Portage River changed
its course causing a portion of it
to dry up," Mueller said. "Now
Catawba Island is more of a peninsula"
However, Catawba still attracts its share of visitors with
its award-winning winery, Mon
Ami Winery, and many ferrygoers tour Catawba on their way
to or from the other islands. Also,
this most easily accessible of the
islands has many rental cottages
that dot the Lake Erie coastline.

North Bass Island

A little more off the beaten
path, this island Is not accessible
by ferry and boasts no tourist attractions. However, it does have
the third largest population.
The smaller islands along the
coast of Sandusky also have some
interesting tourist attractions.
Middle Bass Island's most However, not all of them may be
well-known feature is wine. pleasant.
Home of the Lonz Winery, whose
wine is distributed throughout
the state and available here in
Mouse Island is right off the
local grocery stores, the island
has very few residents, but many coast of Catawba Island, and like
visitors. Also, a small ferry runs its name suggests, is mainly infrom downtown Put-In-Bay on habited by little mice.
However, the island used to
South Bass to Middle Bass.
host former president Rutherford B. Hayes during the summer months, according to MuelRattlesnake island is a private- ler.
ly-owned island and is not open to
the general public.

Middle Bass Island

Mouse Island

Rattlesnake Island

Green Island

The BG Newt/Tim Ninnu

Resting by Putin-Bay's downtown area, people can treat themselves
to the island's scenery. The island can become even more Interesting

heading inland, where vlstors will find historic houses and island
wildlife.
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Monctay
Musicians

Green Island is owned by the
state of Ohio and hosts a bird
Gibraltar Island serves as a sanctuary, which can be toured
marine biology field lab in the by the public.

Want to find out more about the Lake Erie Islands? Here are
some bureaus that can help you:

FREEI Live Music in
the Union Oval
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Rainsile - Proul Lounge

Gibraltar Island

Kelleys Island: The Erie County Convention and Visitors Bureau, 1-800-255-ERIE
.

South Bass, Middle Bass and other islands: The Ottawa County
Visitors Bureau, 1-800-441-1271
Ohio Bureau of Travel and Tourism, 1-800-BUCKEYE

372-2186

Rm. 1010 Musical Arts Center

^
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' Jurassic Park' a monster
by Connell Barrett
associate editor
All it's missing is Barney.
Ah well, there's no need for
further speculation on whether
or not scientists can manipulate
DNA to bring the dinosaurs back
from a 65 million year extinction
- Steven Spielberg has already
done it.
"Jurassic Park" has succeeded
in doing what the last three socalled blockbuster summer movies ("Batman Returns," "Robin
Hood," "Dick Tracy") were unable to: living up to the excessive,
ubiquitous hype that can easily
make an okay film little more
than anti-climactic pap.
Sam Neill and Laura Dern are
dino-experts who, along with Jeff
Goldblum's eccentric rock and
roll mathematician, are called in
by Richard Attenborough to endorse his new attraction, Jurassic Park.
But guess what ... it's no ordinary theme park. Attenborough's
loaded, and he's spent millions of
dollars and found a way to take
the Dino-DNA from blood cells in
antedilluvian mosquitoes (who
once sucked from dinosaurs) and
create anew. It's from that blood
that scientists can clone life, allowing dinosaurs and man - two
species that ruled the planet 65
million years apart - to finally
meet.
With all disbelief suspended,
you expect to see dinosaurs, and
that's just what Spielberg delivers.
And just as dinosaurs once
ruled the earth, special effects
rule this movie, a film that is at
once uplifting as well as hauntedhouse scary. Call it "E.T. Rex."
When Neill, Dern and Goldbluni arrive on the island, we
share their first jaw-dropping
peek at a computer-generated
mammoth - it's one of the truly
wondrous moments in screen history. A hulking, big-eyed, long-

necked Brachlosaurus (what
most people call a Brontosaurus)
shuffles right before their eyes,
engulfing the movie screen. And
for a split-second, we feel like
we're really looking at a genuine
Triassic titan.
The visiting experts share our
awe of these man-made creatures, but - like any good scientist - that awe is replaced by
skepticism. Jurassic Park, Gold
blum reasons, is designed to contain beasts who NEVER lived behind bars, inside cages or in any
environmemt relating to human
beings.
His "chaos theory" - a sort of
scientific Murphy's Law - means
that dinosaurs could never be
contained by mankind. "God
makes dinosaurs; God kills dinosaurs. God makes man; man kills
God; man makes dinosaurs."
"Dinosaurs kill man," Dern returns, "women inherit the earth"
There are some wistful scenes.
A chubby-cheeked Brachiosaurus happily munches on some
Jurassic leaves. And the group
encounters a big, sick Triceratops -- Dumbo with horns - and
tries nursing her back to health
(all dinosaurs on Jurassic park
are female, so they can't breed on
their own ... but, as Goldblum's
theory says, "nature finds a
way.")
While Spielberg, adapting the
film from Michael Crichton's
best-selling book, makes his environmental-sociological points,
he never forgets what kind of
film he's got - a thriller, pure
and simple.
And it is scary, due mostly to a
large, ravenous Tyrannosarus
Rex wreaking saurichian havoc
on anything he ... er, she gets her
Buick-sized jaws on. But unlike
"Jaws," no good guys become
lunch ~ sure, Rex turns a
smarmy lawyer into a habeas
corpse and settles for merely
swatting at former fly Goldblum.
But with a PG-13, we know no one
we care about is gonna get it.

T.Rex, everyone's favorite
'saur, is a marvellous sight.
Spielberg gets us good: Even if
we're too afraid to watch her attack the helpless little Ariana
Richards and Joseph Mazzello
(Attenborough's grandchildren
as well as dino-bate for most of
the film) or gobble up a cute,
"bahh"ing goat, we can't look
away - the effects are too real,
too amazing. This ain't no "Land
of the Lost."
Rex's supporting cast is just as
scary, if smaller. The Dilophosaurus (a dead-ringer for
"Stripe" from "Gremlins")
spews forth acidic saliva to blind
and paralyze its victims. And
perhaps most deadly of all are
the "Alien"-esque Veloceraptors
- they're cunning, intelligent, resilient demons who start eating
their prey before it's dead.
Hey, not even T. Rex is evil.
Just hungry.
I wondered why Spielberg
would settle for so little star
power in the cast. Dern's a top
actress but almost too much so to
take such a straight-faced role.
Neill and Goldblum are fine but
not exactly coverboys, though
Goldblum gets most of the film's
good lines. When Attenborough
tries comparing the park's dinosaurs-on-the-loose crisis to a typical Disneyland malfunction,
Goldblum corrects, "Yeah, but
when the Pirates of the Caribbean breaks down, the pirates
don't eat the toudsts."
But a big star attraction would
be a distraction. The cast is
merely supporting T. Rex and
company - the real stars of this
show. And it's the greatest dinosaur fest we've seen in at least 70
million years.
Too bad it couldn't have ended
with a big Barneyburger picnic.
("I eat you. You eat me...")
Let's hope there's a sequel.
"Jurassic Park" is playing at
Woodland Mall's Cinemark Five.

Tyrannosaurus wrecks. Everyone's favorite extinct monster goes eyeball to eyeball with Paleontologist/actor Sam Neill and young innocent Ariana Richards. T. Rex turns over cars, attacks small children and gobbles up a lawyer. So she's not ALL bad.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALIZED
GRADUATION ANNOUNCE MENTSM
Available al the University Bookstore Indicates
name, degree and major. Deadline lor order is
June 21.1993. Order Today I

It's si ill not loo la io to join UKS Karate. This
summer - Monday A Wednesday evening. Call
372-8181 tor more information.

REMINDER: Outstanding classified start award nominations are due Wednesday. June
30H by 5:00. Send to P.O. Box 91. Any quesDons or addiOonal information, contact Tnna
Hagemyer. Commiitee Chair. 372-2181.

WORD PROCESSING - Will type resumes,
term papers, dissertations on laser primer.
Reasonable & dependable. 352-6705 (9-9).

MCAT
KAPLAN RULES

The most
complete
arsenal of test
prep tools
in the world.

Cull loduy
for a free
introductory
seminar June 23rd
1-800-KAP-TEST

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

520 EAST REED: Across from campus Lg. 2
bdrm. turn Newly painted, paddle fan Avail
lor Fall Call New'ove Rental 352-5620.

QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD 1 bedroom unfurnished apartmentsts - near City Park. Call
Newlove Rental 352 5620

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: BEGIN AC
CEPTING ENTRCS ON JUNE 14 M.W.C
SOFTBALL-JUNE 21; M.W 3PLAYER OUTDOOR BASKETBALL-JUNE 22; M.W SINGLES TENNIS-JUNE 24; COED 4 PLAYER
SAND VOLLEYBALL-JUNE 28; M.VV.C OUTDOOR ULTIMATE FRISBEE-JUNE 29; OFFICE HOURS: 9 A M.-1230 PM MONDAY,
TUESDAY. THURSDAY. AND 9-11:30 AM.
FROAY.

1 A 2 bdrm. furnished apis
9 mo. A 1 yr. leases
352-7454

709 FIFTH. 2 bdrm. unfum 2 baths. Dishwasher. AC. Beautiful apts. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620

Room for women * 201 S. College Dr.
Kitchen A private entrance.
352-3472

Summer Tanning Special' 11 lor $20; monthly-25. 3 month - unlimited $49.00 Payments
■variable. 352-7889

117 NORTH MAIN: Above downtown busi
ness. One bdrm unlum. Dishwasher Wa
sher/dryer in bldg. Can Newlovo Rental
352-5620
2 bdrm. furnished 4 person house within 1
block of campus. 1 year lease (Aug.-Aug).
Call 352- 7454

WANTED

309 HIGH: 2 bdrm. turn, close to campus
FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER Washer/dryer in bldg. Call Newlove Rental
3525620.

Housemate wanted. Non-smoker.
Own room $150 pJus utilities
Lance 655-3084.
Non-smoking serious male sludenl to share tg.
1 bdrm Summit Terrace Apt. for fail $200/mo
plus util. Call Jeff al (216) 238-4107.

Evening office cleaning.
10-12 hrs/week. Must have own car.
Call 352-5822
emended care worker Mon.-Fn.
7:30am-8:30am and/or 3pm to 5:45pm. for
academic year; Aug. 31 through June 3.
1993-94. $5.35 per hr. Experience with children desireable. Send resume A 3 relerence
letters to Dr. Charlotte Scharer Director of
Operations. 630 S. Maple. BG OH 43402 by
June 23 EOE
Secretary /Bookkeeper. No previous experience necessary. 30-40 hours per week Call
3525335

FOR SALE
DRAFTING TABLE FOR SALE
$45 00
CALL KIMAT353-2813

flOtolM and Oeboi
I'SS. Mam X3XT7
AlooThursiSJI IK.Fit in

114 SOUTH MAIN: Above downtown business. One bdrm. unlum Washer/dryer m bldg.
Call Newlove Renial 352 5620

We Need Youl
Volunteer for Pre-R egl strat ion
June 2$ - July 23
FREE MEALS
Sign-up by MONDAY lor • Irea
BLIZZARD al Dairy Queen
CONTACT:
Student Actl-Mia. $ Orientation
405 Sludenl Services, 372-2843

HELP WANTED

NEQTfltijg^ff

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
for Fall Lease. Heat included
WINTHROP TERRACE ' 352-9135

228 SOUTH COLLEGE Close to Campus 1
bdrm unlum A turn apt. Free heat, water &
sower. Call Newlove Rentals 352-5620.

314 E EVERS: Quiet 2 bdrm lower duplex
Untum Lg yard. Neil to Elem. School Call
Newlove Rental 352 5620.
320 ELM ■■C": Close to campus 1 bdrm. lurn.
Free heat, water, sewer. Call Newlove Rental
352 5620
401 407 SOUTH ENTERPRISE 1 A 2 bdrm
unfum. Patio. Quiet apts. Call Newlove Rental
3525620

801-803 FIFTH: 2 bdrm. lurn. A unlurn. FREE
HEAT, WATER, SEWER Washer/dryer in
bldg Ca'i Nowlove Rentall 352.5620.
Carry Rentals * 352-7365
Single rooms for male students
Near campus. with cooking privileges.
2 bdrm. apt. near campus.
School year or 12 mo. leases.
Office 316 E. Merry 13. or call 'or appt.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319E WoosterSt
(across from Taco Bell)
FALL RENTALS
All With Super Locations
Call 354-2260

June Special lor Fall Rentals
$100 off first month's rent
Stop by the office to see our beautiful and spacious 2 bedroom furnished apartments
Must bnng this ad lor great savings
Village Green Apartments
480 Lehman Ave. »118 (office)
354 3533
Large lurn. 1 bdrm. apartment
Utilities A cable included
$400 per month. 354-7257, leave message

TLUUST BRACE MYSELF
WITH THE STEERING WHEEL?

Rooms avail, in BG home Grad students prel.
For info, call 352-1631 or 354-6701. leave
message.

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring Friend or
Relative allowed
for Personal
support.
In V Huron
roledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(4I9) 255-7769 or
1-800 <89-600<

(Ml DELIVERY

354-7262

THKM1' Fill:

run ki \ WIM.N
\nniiiiksi,i.r
Out own hoi 'n spky souce mokes
these the best they con be! Served
with Ceiety Skis ond Blue Cheese
Redeemable lor dine m. (Otryout or
Iret fernery by 7/3/93

MACIMAGEWRITEHI
$100080
3522455
Queen size waveless waterbed. Greal condibon. $150 Call 353-4515. ask for Ron or leave
message.

'
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Sunday, June 20

4x6 Big Shot
Color Prints
] or more and get any menu item; e3<orpie<mrlll>.0t
, a second Sundae,
over $1.50
OFF
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"TCBV",

BG Store Only—Same Day Service

12
EXP.

See us lor available processing lime
Good on 35 mm C 41 process 4" > 6" color
24
punts only COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
OnDEP. Tins coupon nol valid wilh any EXP.
othci oiler I ull per coupon 4" i 6 prints
not avabbkl in I hour

6/23/93

BGN

36
EXP

5"
8"
11991

We gladly aooapt checks * cradN cards

157 N. Main, »-0. (acroM from Uptown)
Ph. 353-4244
Open Mon.-FrL «-•; Sat. 9-5; Sun 12-5

Ill rTTTT

